Kodiak grand cabin

Weight: lbs. Includes tent, poles, stakes, and storage bags. Stores in two carry bags approx.
Pack Size: Tent Length: 46 in. Diameter: 14 in. Diameter: 12 in. Capacity: person. Ceiling
Material: 10 oz Hydra-shield canvas. Wall Material: 8. Floor Material: Polyester reinforced welded
seams. Frame: 1 inch, galvanized, steel tubing. All-season: Use year-round, but not designed for
extreme winter mountaineering or heavy snow accumulations. Warranty: Limited Lifetime
Warranty. There side windows on the awning have the ability to partially open as storm
windows using an additional set of poles sold separately. We are that confident you will love
this product! If something is damaged or defective we will get it replaced at no cost. The
reviews speak for themselves. Expert Service. Easy Returns. Volume Discounts. Ask here. This
is the mother of all camping tents. This canvas cabin tent is perfect for those long extended
vacations. Availability: Usually ships within 1 business day. SKU: by Kodiak Canvas. Choose
Options. Put me on the Waiting List. Receive Reward Points. Add to Wish List Email a friend.
Three room design. This tent has three large rooms. The Master room is in the middle
measuring They are divided by curtains that have zippered doors. Included is a large 12 x 8 ft.
This awning provides shade and weather protection. There are eight large windows that provide
excellent airflow and views of the outdoors. These wide-open windows keep out the smallest
critters. There are four doors with heavy-duty 10 zippers offering convenient quick access.
There are two doors off the middle Master bedroom and one on each end of the side bedrooms.
The ceiling stands 7. The canvas is watertight yet breathable which minimizes mugginess and
condensation. These 1" steel tube poles with welded corner braces are sure to hold up to the
weather. The ground floor is made with puncture-free vinyl and welded seams that keep
moisture out. A zippered storage bag and large 12" steel tent stakes are included. Two adults
are required for set up. Limited lifetime warranty. Features: Three-room design. Spacious 7.
Stand up, walk around comfort. Deluxe Awning 12 x 8 ft. Four Large D-shaped doors front, back,
and bedroom ends. Eight Large windows provide openness and airflow. No-see-um screen
mesh keeps out pests. Two Privacy gusset windows. Allow for privacy and airflow even during
rainy weather. Durable, watertight, and breathable. Sturdy steel tube frame, reinforced with
welded corner braces. Heavy-duty, inch, steel rod tent stakes. Zippered storage bag. Specs:
Approx. Rating Snapshot Select a row below to filter reviews. Average Customer Ratings 4.
Reviews Sorting high to low rating low to high rating newest to oldest oldest to newest most
helpful to least helpful. We researched tents for a long time. My wife and granddaughter
selected the Kodiak Grand Cabin. We set it up in the back yard and had to fight the
granddaughter and her friends to take it down two weeks later. It rained a few times and at least
twice we had a hard down pour. It did not leak once. The only issue we had is with the wind and
our sandy soil here in southeastern NC. Our awning and walled enclosure blew over. Once we
staked it down with some appropriate stakes, everything was just peachy. The stakes that you
get with the tent are massive great for most soils, just not sand. I have had to contact
Competitive Edge and number of times and each time the response was quick, helpful, and
pleasant. We will purchase from Competitive Edge for years to come. Thanks Charley for the
videos - that made the difference for us to purchase the tent. Did you find this helpful? Very
pleased with this tent. It is a hefty son of a gun! I highly recommend to take your time at home
on the initial set up and seasoning. I have set her up three times camping twice. I am pretty sure
I could set her up alone with some strategic guy lines, but having at least one helper is great. I
already bought a camp kitchen and potty. Next will be a generator, AC and eventually a heater.
Still much cheaper than a RV. I don't have to store or park an eye sore in front of the house, and
it all fits nicely in the back yard storage unit! Fantastic product. Erected twice and slept in once.
Have a family of 6 and used bunk cots, so we had tons of extra space. It is a bit hotter than
expected, but with even a decent breeze it's very comfortable. Definitely recommend as the
quality is superb, the set-up is fairly simple and there's enough space to enjoy rainy days at the
campground. We went from a 10 person dark technology tent with 5 people in our family 2
adults and 3 average size teenagers. This was such an upgrade. I am 6'1" and I can stand up in
this tent nicely. We have plenty of room and we also bought the wall enclosure for the awning to
convert that space into a three room space divided by extra wide "wrap around" shower
curtains shower stall and toilet stall with room for us all to sit in our chairs on the opposite side.
We went camping with our family and our tent was the talk of so many who walked by it.
Phrases like "mansion", and "3 bedroom apartment" where mentioned. We have plenty of room
to spread out. We use 2 XL cots on one side and 2 sets of bunk cots which cram into the side
7x8 rooms ok but you can't zip up the doors on those rooms for privacy but that's fine for us.
We used the Mr. Buddy Heater it did ok for the space but we will upgrade to the big buddy. And
as far as the awning area when it closed off the little buddy works fine knocking off the chill for
those early morning showers. Oh yeah and this does not leak when you seal it properly, No
Matter how much or how hard it rains. This tent leaves an impression. I'm really happy with this.

It's a little pricey, but Competitive Edge Products slightly beats the price from the manufacture's
website and with free shipping, it's best to buy from this site. A bunch of room and super easy
to set up. First time setting up a tent took under an hour and break down was super simple. This
is an extremely well put together quality canvas tent! It is a massive upgrade to the cheap thin
aluminum tents that are usually produced. I have wanted a high quality tent that would be
useable through the ages and I have found it. I am extremely excited to carry this tent through
the next two decades of my adventures and believe that it will have no issues with withstanding
the test of time!! So happy I was finally able to get this beauty! We've only used the tent 1x, but
during that weekend we had 18 hours of rain followed by 45 mph wind gusts. This tent took it all
in stride. Some of our fellow campers lost their rain fly, had collapsed poles, and water
intrusion. Our tent was dry as a bone and barely shuddered when the big gusts came through.
The tent is BIG. With the added awning it has plenty of room for a week long camping event. It
weighs a TON! Setup is definitely long. It's possible with 2, but IMO it takes at least 3 to set up
the awning. Q: I'd like to know the size of the package. Was this answer helpful? Submit an
answer. Q: Can u fasten the enclosure walls down? A: Yes, they have stake loops to allow you
to stake them down. A: Can u leave the guy lines off if tent is secure to a wood deck. Q: What
would be an appropriate size ground tarp for this? Asked by: Dr. A: Ideally it would be best to
have 26 x 8, but I'm not aware that exact size so you would have to piece several tarps together
to fit that footprint, but it is optional. You do not need to use a ground tarp. It does make it
easier when you're breaking camp since you do not need to wipe the bottom of the floor off
can't store these dry. Q: Can you install a small wood stove? A: The only tent we have that is
built for a stove is the Cabin tent. Q: How many sq ft of space does this tent has? A: This tent is
8x26' so square feet. Q: Just watched your videos! Thank you so much for posting. I have an in
home daycare and want to put this on a Trex deck to provide additional outdoor space. If I have
picnic tables and childrens toys inside the various rooms and tether to my deck railing or
ballast will that be sufficient to maintain the integrity of the tent framing? Or does it really need
to be staked into the ground. Beautiful views of the Wasatch! A: The tent would need to be
staked into the ground to hold it up. Please see Kodiaks FAQ's for extended use. A: I suppose
you could use some type of lag bolt or anchor to screw into the trex, but it would need that to be
erected properly. A: The Awning is included, the Wall enclosure is sold separately. Q: Due to
Covid our retirement house in tiny town in Panama is not getting built before our move date. I
am considering buying this tent and setting up, on a platform, with a roof after a month or so To
live in while building our house. I looked at heavy duty wall tents but not enough ventilation,
plus creepy crawlies would get in those because floor separate piece from walls. Do think this
would hold up for 8 to 18 months? We would also have a really funky little rental house for
storage and showers I lived in a tipi for a summer back in the late 70s I love this tent for its
layout and all the screens! A: If you are using your tent for extended use situations, periods of
continuous use for three weeks or greater, there are some precautions you should be aware of
in order to maximize the life of your tent. The canvas never dries out and eventually will begin to
rot or decay in the areas of contact. Even if there is no precipitation, this can be caused by
moisture from dew. Prevention: For extend use, make sure the tent is placed in an area that is
well drained and dry. It could be placed on sand, gravel, or a slated wooden platform. Extended
use on grassy areas or moist soil should be avoided. Prevention: Opening the tent up daily and
letting it air out. When possible, place the tent in an area where it can receive a couple hours of
direct sunlight a day. While your Kodiak Canvas tent is much less susceptible to UV
deterioration than many synthetic fabrics, over time it will eventually degrade the canvas. Life
expectancy in full sunlight should exceed one year of continuous use. Possibly much more than
a yearâ€”there are many factors. Prevention: Placing your tent an area where it receives full
sunlight for only a few hours a day is best, and will prolong its useful life. Q: We have a few
questions. We do not see a ground tarp for the size of this tent. Is it not necessary for this tent
or would we need to make our own custom footprint for it? Do people have issues finding
campsites to accommodate this size tent? Do you get returns from people wanting to return for
something smaller? We have read some reviews indicating that these poles are a lesser quality
than those on the flex-bow. Do you find this to be the case? Thank you! A: We don't carry a
ground tarp due to the size of that particular tent. You can purchase several tarps to fit the
footprint which will help protect the floor and make it easier when you're breaking camp-you
don't have to wipe the bottom of the floor off when you are rolling it up. This does not fit in a
standard campsite. The people to purchase this basically go out into the middle of nowhere,
some people use it as a shelter while their existing homes under construction, Festival
camping, etc. This tent would not fit in many state and national campsites. They are the same
quality-all the Kodiak tents are the same quality. Q: How much more would it be to add the fire
mat and the stove Jack kit? A: Here is the stove mat. It is model you will need to call for the

other part. Q: Can this be attached to an 27 foot air stream door somehow? The door is located
on side about two feet from the end. A: It might be, I would recommend calling for tips on that.
Q: Does this tent come with the option of a stove vent? A: Currently the only tent we have with a
stove option is the Kodiak Stove Tent. Q: Truthfully, does this tent leak during rain storms?
Please be honest. A: Truly, it does not leak water. Please see the reviews on Kodiak items as
well as our demo on this where it rained with wind blowing intensely and then snowed. Feel free
to contact us with any other questions. A: No! It does not leak one bit. It got pummeled by the
high powered sprinklers every night. I DID properly season the tent. You must set up your tent
before you plan to use it, get it totally wet, and let it dry in the sun. We did this process probably
3 times total to the tent to make sure it was well seasoned. I LOVE this tent. Just the poles. A:
For Part orders for these tents please call : Q: Approximately how long does this take to set up?
A: With two people takes about 30 to 40 minutes. It's very simple. Q: I may be interested in 6
grand cabins for purchase around June 1, Can you offer any discounts for an order this size?
Do you see any inventory issues? Q: Is it possible to not set up one of the rooms if the camp
site isn't large enough to accommodate 26 ft? Like, could you just leave one room "droopy"? A:
Unfortunately that is not an option as all of the rooms are needed to hold the tent upright.
Alternatively we have smaller tents available. Q: Can this fit 6 people and perhaps a small
seating area with floor mats? A: Yes, it sure can. Questions about this item? Fast Shipping:
Orders for the Kodiak Canvas Tents and accessories generally leave the warehouse the same
business day if ordered in the A. These ship Fedex Ground, and delivery times vary by location.
Delivery typically takes days, call for more exact estimates. Faster shipping is available.
Accurate Tracking: Tracking information is automatically emailed to you just as soon as the
order ships out. This item ships via FedEx and may not require a signature. Signing for the
Package: Signature is required on these large ticket items for your protection. Once shipped the
package cannot be rerouted or held at a local FedEx location - no exceptions. Before ordering
please make sure you ship it to a location where you can personally sign for it. You will incur a
separate bill from Fedex, the carrier, or broker to collect those fees. If you have any questions
about that process please let us know prior to ordering. View manual Instruction Manual.
Reward Points. Related Items. Quick View. Vestibule Wing for Kodiak foot Canvas Tents. More
on the way! Add To Cart. Kodiak Canvas 2-Person 6 x 8. Select Options. Order now for the next
shipment the end of April or early May. Usually ships out within 1 business day. In Stock.
Discontinued Product. Browse Similar Items. Mailing List. The email you entered isn't valid. You
subscribed successfully. You're unsubscribed. Follow Us. The Grand Cabin is the king of
camping tents. Camp in comfort and style with this rugged and versatile, full-featured, canvas
cabin tent, ideal for those extended use occasions. The tent features three rooms: The grand
room in the center The rooms are divided with canvas curtains with zippered doors. A spacious
12 x 8 ft. Eight large windows provide openness, outside views, and excellent airflow. The
no-see-um screen mesh keeps out the smallest pests. Four doors with top-grade YKK 10
zippers offer convenient access. The doors are located front and back on the grand room center
and at the end of each bedroom. The tall ceiling 7. The tight weave and silicone finish make this
canvas watertight, yet breathable, minimizing condensation and mugginess. The robust 1" steel
tube poles with welded corner braces will hold up to the weather. The floor is made with
puncture resistant, Stainless steel, wire stake loops give superior strength and durability.
Zippered storage bag and hefty, 12" steel tent stakes included. Requires two adults for set up.
Limited lifetime warranty. This item ships in two cartons. Additional charges may apply for
express shipping. Weight: lbs. Includes tent, poles, stakes, and storage bags. Stores in two
carry bags approx. Size: 26 x 8 ft. Pack Size: Tent--Length: 46 in. Diameter: 14 in. Diameter: 12
in. Capacity: person. Ceiling Material: 10 oz Hydra-shield TM canvas. Wall Material: 8. Floor
Material: Polyester reinforced, welded seams. Frame: 1-inch, galvanized, steel tubing.
All-season: Use year-round, but not designed for extreme winter mountaineering or heavy snow
accumulations. Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty. Owner's Manual Download. This is a great
setup tent. I really like the material that the tent was made out of, nice and durable. Love all the
space it provides. All of my rods bungees were broken. I will call soon. Or maybe they will reply
to this review. Not sure what is going on with your poles, but reach out to our great customer
service and we will get you taken care of. Kodiak Canvas. If there are any hunters out there
wondering if this tent is the right choice it is. I had this tent up for over thirty days this year
hunting. The only thing I would ask for is a stove jack but you can add one yourself. As far as
rain not a single drop even thought about coming in. You do have to watch the awning water
will pool on it but other than that this is a solid tent can't wait to see how many years I get out of
it. This thing is a tank and we love it! Set it up in the backyard and the kids had so much fun
running around in it. It rained super hard and not a drop of water came in. I need to get a few
more lines to steak down the awening better as some water pooled on that but again not a drop

came in and it held all the weight! We love the idea of having this as part of our emergency
preparedness plan as an emergency shelter. Love this thing and can't wait to head out camping
comfortably for a week at a time if we wish with plenty of room for our family of seven. Owned
the smaller cabin tent for 5 years, was extremely pleased. Just got this one and set it up in the
yard, it is actually easier to set up than the smaller version. Has room for my whole family of 7.
Can't wait to take it camping. This tent is awesome for a family or buddys going camping. Heavy
heavy heavy though. Friend and I set up in less than hour. Tent gets crazy hot during the day
even with 2 fans running. Ready to go again. Santa brought us the Grand Cabin with Awning
this past Christmas, and Memorial Day weekend was our first chance to take it out. We had rain
for three days, but stayed perfectly dry inside the tent and under the awning. One night had high
winds and a severe weather warning thunderstorm , but we had no issues despite the blowing. I
also liked the fact that there were no signs of the internal condensation that you always get in
the morning with the polyester tents. The canvas really does let moisture out, but not back in.
This was extremely dry and comfortable. Another good thing is that you can also unzip almost
every wall to get a nice cross breeze in any direction when it gets warm. All kinds of pop-up
camper owners came up to us with envy saying they would have never bought their pop-up if
they'd have had one of these. Quality is exceptional. It is a little heavy, but nothing the wife and I
can't handle together. Setup takes minutes, and take down is about the same. It is not
complicated, just takes two people. The heavy canvas is easy to sweep off and fold up. It fits
back in the bag with room to spare. Needed a tent that could survive 80 MPH winds, the heat of
the desert, and the cold of the North. After setting this up for the first time, and breaking it in for
a day I can tell that it's all that and more. Set it up with two people in under an hour. Could
probably be done solo as well but then why do you need such a large cabin? Called customer
support once for guidance and they were absolutely amazing. While the initial cost is quite a bit
more than a generic nylon tent, I can already tell from the construction of this that it ends up
being a much greater value. This cabin is heaven for tall people. Toggle menu. Login or Sign Up
0. Home Tents Cabin Tents 26 x 8 ft. Grand Cabin with Awning. Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Features: Three room design.
Spacious 7. Stand up, walk around comfort. Deluxe Awning 12 x 8 ft. Four Large D-shaped
doors front, back and bedroom ends. Eight Large windows provide openness, and airflow.
No-see-um screen mesh keeps out pests. Two Privacy gusset windows. Allow for privacy and
airflow even during rainy weather. Durable, watertight, and breathable. Sturdy steel tube frame,
reinforced with welded corner braces. Stainless steel, wire stake loops. Heavy-duty, inch, steel
rod tent stakes. Zippered storage bag. Specs: Approx. Product Videos. Custom Field. Kodiak
Canvas If there are any hunters out there wondering if this tent is the right choice it is. You do
have to watch the awning water will pool on it but other than that this is a solid tent can't wait to
see how many years I get out of it This thing is a tank and we love it! You May Also Like Quick
view Details. Kodiak sku: Pre-Order Now. Add to Cart. Add one to your shopping cart today to
begin camping in luxury. Shop by Brand Expand menu Collapse menu. Trailer Camping Expand
menu Collapse menu. Description Features Specifications 26 x 8 ft. With square feet of living
space, Model is the largest Kodiak Canvas Tent available; offering enough room to sleep up to
12 people comfortably. Apart from its massive size, the 12 Person Grand Cabin Canvas Tent
offers a number of other luxury and unique features. Inside it is divided by two canvas divider
walls with zippered doors. Getting in and out of any other large tent would be a hassle. With a
total of four doors, getting in and out of your tent will be a breeze! With 12 people in one tent
good ventilation and proper airflow is going to be all the more important. The Kodiak Grand
Cabin has eight windows with no-see-um mesh. So you can
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take advantage of ideal temperatures outside without letting in even the tiniest of bugs. The
windows are also equipped with zippered storm flaps. The built-in storm flaps provide privacy
and protection when zipped up and can be easily rolled up when not in use. There are also two
additional gusseted privacy windows in the Kodiak model. And then there are all the amazing
standard features that make Kodiak Canvas Tents a standard-bearer for campers of all stripes
So you Never have to deal with water or mugginess inside your tent. A sturdy tube frame made
of steel and reinforced with welded corner braces So you can rest assured your tent will remain
standing even in strong winds! Stainless steel, wire stake loops give superior strength and
durability. So you can secure tent on any type of ground! Includes a zippered storage bag So
you can pack up and move out quickly and easily! Capacity: 12 people Ceiling Material: 10 oz.
Hydra-Shield canvas. Add to Cart. YouTube Instagram Share Tweet.

